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Supply chain management provides customers what they want at the exact time, through supply
chain software. Corporate is taking advantage of this feature and installing supply chain software in
their organization to synch their supplies with market demand, conclude perfect deliveries, control
cost over supply network, deliver maximum satisfaction to clients and maximize overall efficiency for
maximum profitability.

Once installed supply chain software provides chain collaboration across functional and enterprise
limits. This functionality enables organizations to respond well in time to market demand and supply
fluctuations in real time well before their competitors. In a way, supply chain management enables
Companies to collaborate, decide, adapt and operate in a much better and faster manner.

Corporate world is full of inadequacies and fluctuations, especially mining business. SCM for mining
synchronizes a right balance between supply and demand by responding to market opportunities
and disturbances properly and efficiently. SCM for mining helps remove uncertainty and covers for
risks by synchronizing demand and supply:

Improving Global customer demand and forecasting perfection: Supply chain management software
gives an exact status of market conditions based upon the real time data. It also enables
improvisation of global demand by providing the customers what they want at exactly the same time
as they desire. Efficiency in production and delivery enables organizations to take-up more orders
and handle them with equal efficiency. Accuracy in processing and delivery is a must.
Synchronization of each activity in the system enables better functioning and greater accuracy.

Commitment with confidence: Before the introduction of SCM in mining, there was always a looming
danger of order delivery in time and as per demand, as mining is controlled by variable factors and
inefficiency of a single factor may lead to order delay. After the introduction of supply chain
management software, Companies can predict their work and order status and gain confidence in
their work as well commitment to orders.

Controlled supply chain costs: Various factors affecting unnecessarily to supply chain costs are
taken care of well before time to reduce supply chain costs drastically resulting in greater
contribution to profits.

Collaboration amongst and outside the organization for better visibility: Interdepartmental amongst
the departments and outside the organizations gives better visibility to the processes and end-
results, enabling work-schedulesâ€™ set-up accordingly.

Integration of business processes: SCM for mining introduces synchronization of processes in
mining, production, and distribution. All processes are synchronized to work towards the end goal
and that is   enabling the organizational processes to work in unison and work with responsibility.

Align data for optimization of supply chain: SCM for mining means optimizing supply chain by
aligning data across a network. This may be a bit tedious task in the beginning but will results in
absolute efficiency once done with.

Supply chain management software is an important tool to enable efficiency in the system with
better processing, better forecasting and better functioning thus resulting in profit maximization. It
may sound a bit expensive as per the cost but initial investments will yield much higher than
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expected profits covering-up the investments and enabling tension-free business environment.
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